
 Toy metal figures have been 
made for a few hundred years, 
playthings for the rich, the 
means to teach budding gener-
als the rudiments of battle, de-
pictions of contemporary life.  
Originally flat, and not made 
of lead (Germans always called 
them tin figures, which gives 
us a clue of the material used), 
from the mid -19th Century, 
vast table-top armies could be 
assembled, whole villages or 
farms created, and then stored 
away in boxes smaller than a 
modern shoe box.
Gradually the toy figures 
became rounder, semi-flat ini-
tially and then fully rounded, 
but solid metal. The standard 
figures grew in size, until - in 
the 1890’s - the English firm 
of W. Britain (later Britains 
Ltd) developed a German idea 
of hollow-casting the metal 
figures, in a constant scale that 
settled on 1/32, where an adult 
male was depicted as 54mm. 
German makers such as 
Heyde, Haffner and Noris 
and the French firm of CBG 
Mignot also produced figures 

in 1/32, and Haffner dabbled in 
hollow-casting, but the combina-
tion of lighter, hollow-casting and 

constant scale, helped Britains 
become the World’s foremost 
manufacturer of toy figures 
in the post WW1 period, a 
position the company kept for 
almost 100 years. Throughout 
the company’s history, the 
majority of Britains’ output 
has had a military theme, 
‘Types of the British Army’, 
‘Our Colonial Army’, ‘Types 
of the French Army’, and post 
WW2 ’Regiments of all Na-
tions’. Around 1910, Britains 
had introduced figures to 
complement railway layouts, 
and cowboys and Indians to 
profit from the general interest 
in the Wild West. But after the 
carnage of World War 1, the 
toy-buying public were look-
ing for some less war-like toys 
and the company responded 
with farm animals, imple-
ments and workers, a range 
that was constantly developed 
throughout the company’s his-
tory.  A complete lead garden 
was produced, which could 
be assembled flower by flow-
er, and zoo scenes complete 
with Giraffe houses and bear 
pits. In the 1920’s, Britains 
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“It’s never been a better time to collect lead figures!”
Adrian Little

ABOVE: Mignot France, 120mm 
high Nursery figures, made prior 
to WW2.

ABOVE: Mignot France, 55mm 
French Napoleonic Dragoons, 
made prior to WW1



released a range of race horses, 
each mounting a jockey indi-
vidually coloured in the silks 
of the owners of the day. In 
1934, Britains produced what 
are perhaps the company’s 
most universally collected toy 
figures, the Cococubs. Initially 
acquired as prizes in contain-
ers of Bourneville Cocoa, over 
30 different lead anthropo-
morphic animals were avail-
able, along with cardboard 
accessories and games. 
What were Britains’ com-
petitors doing at this time? 
The British market was sup-
plied with Jazz Bands, Organ 
Grinders, Milk Bars, various 
shops, and costers selling 
vegetables, milk and bread, 
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initially from horse-drawn, but 
then electric carts. If it was seen on 
the streets of Britain then sooner or 
later, Pixyland Kew, Charbens, Hill 

& Co, Taylor & Barrett or Crescent 
would depict it in metal.
Lucotte, George Munckle, Charles 

Silvester, Domage & Co. 
and their fellow French 
competitors produced the 
expected military models 
of contemporary conflicts, 
depicting French, Turkish, 
Greek, Italian and Abyssinian 
armies. But additionally they 
produced comprehensive 
ranges of the Napoleonic 
Armies, street scenes from 
French-Indo China, French 
Africa, horse-race meetings 
and musketeers. Mignot, the 
World’s oldest toy company 
in continuous production, 
made a huge range including 
Dinosaurs, Delhi Durbar, 
dioramas of the visit of the 
French President to Russia 

in 1897 and firemen with all 
the necessary equipment to 
extinguish a fire in toy-land. 
Meanwhile, German mak-
ers vied with each other to 
produce the most interesting 
models of the Prussian and 
then German armies, with 
a vast choice of scale and 
regiment. Flats continued 
to be made by Heinrichsen, 
amongst others, but fully 
rounded figures by Krause, 
Heyde, Spenkuch and Woll-
ner vied with demi-rondes by 
Allgeyer, Bischoff and Schil-
dknecht. The whole panoply 
of German life was depicted, 
street markets, farms, airship 

ABOVE: A pond scene of British made lead animals and 
accessories by Britains, Cherilea, F.G. Taylor on a Britains tin 
pond.  Pre and post WW2 manufacture.

ABOVE: Britains, Charbens and Taylor & Barrett, scenes from 
1930s Britain. Pre and post WW2 manufacture.

ABOVE: Britains, Wend al, Charbens and Cherilea Circus 
figures. Made post WW2.
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races and apple stealing chil-
dren.German lead toy figures 
reached their zenith with the 
products of the firm of Georg 
Heyde of Dresden.  Large 
‘play-sets’ were made to depict 
buffalo, crocodile, stag, tiger 
or Winter hunts, games of 
polo, steeple chases and bicy-
cle races could be re-enacted, 
alongside the Siege of Troy, 
the Boer War, the Birth of 
Jesus, William Tell, and scenes 
from fiction such as Robinson 
Crusoe and Snow White.
When the toys were orig-
inally made it would have 
been almost impossible for 
any child - or adult - to know 
the complete range of pieces 
that were available.  Children 
were happy to be offered what 
was for sale at the local shop, 

and as the shop renewed its stock, 
purchases would be made without 
any thought as to what items were 

for sale elsewhere, perhaps in the 
bigger towns, let alone in the large 
Metropolitan toy shops. 
Whilst it’s possible to feel almost 
overawed with the vast array of 

ABOVE: Connoisseur figures by Fry, Vertunni, Courtenay and 
Hill & Co. The gentleman in khaki, Napoleon, Lady Jane Grey 
with executioner and Father Christmas. 

ABOVE: Vignettes from larger playsets by Georg Heyde of 
Germany. 1920s manufacture.

ABOVE: A WW1 Medical station by Georg Heyde of Dresden. 
1920s manufacture.

vintage toy figures available, 
because of the internet and spe-
cialist toy dealers and auction 
houses, it is now easier than 
ever to build a collection to suit 
any pocket, available space or 
theme. An individual farm cart, 
already 70 years old, its aesthet-
ic appeal transcending its toy 
origins, can be acquired quite 
easily for less than £100, mint 
in its original box. 
A circus display, perhaps com-
bining the products of more 
than one company, can be put 
together with jugglers, acro-
bats, clowns and ringmasters 
with performing seals or tigers, 
depending on taste.  A Wild 

West scene, a complete Tri-
umph of Germanicus proces-
sion or just a display of march-
ing soldiers? 
With the benefits of hindsight, 
books and websites, the range 
of possibilities is open to re-
search and decision, and then 
the pleasure of purchase!
 Adrian Little is a well known 

toy and toy figure dealer; as 
well as attending many fairs 
in the UK and International-

ly, he runs an on-line busi-
ness via - www.mercatortrad-

ing.co.uk - contact - info@
mercatortrading.co.uk 

Adrian is also the toy soldier 
and figure consultant for 
Special Auction Services. 
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ABOVE: German 25mm tin flats, probably Heinrichsen, made 1920s but available post WW2.

ABOVE: Argentinian Gauchos at rest. Recent 
manufacture. ABOVE: A classical trio by Charbens. 

Pre WW2 manufacture.

ABOVE: Heyde Balloon Party.

ABOVE: Aluminium cyclists and acces-
sories by Mignalu, Quiralu and Aludo of 
France. 1950s.ABOVE: Britains 54mm 

British 19th Century 
Lancers and Yeomanry, 
made circa 1900


